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Health Care For All (HCFA) promotes health justice in Massachusetts
by working to reduce disparities and ensure coverage and access for all.

Important Update Regarding Immigrants’ Use of Benefits
You may have heard about proposed policy changes that could affect immigrants’ use of public benefits
(government programs that may help you pay for food, housing, other living expenses, and health care such as
MassHealth). Proposed new federal regulations could change the definition of who is a “public charge,”
someone who is likely to become dependent on the government for financial and material support. This
change could affect the ability to adjust immigration status (applying for a green card or a visa) or petition for
a family member.
Health Care For All wants to make sure that you have the most accurate information about these proposed
changes, so that you can make the best decision for you and your family.


There has been no change to the “public charge” rules at this point that will affect you if you are in
the US and may be adjusting status or sponsoring someone who is already here. These are proposed
regulations that still need to go through a formal federal review process before any changes are
made.



For immigrants residing in the US, there is no advantage in disenrolling from programs at this time. If
the regulations are approved (which will likely take several months), individuals will have 60
additional days to decide what to do. Benefits you are getting now will NOT be counted towards the
“public charge” determination.



Right now, the only benefits considered under “public charge” are cash benefits or payment for longterm care institutionalization.



The proposed rule expands the definition of “public charge” to consider additional benefits including
some health care, housing, and nutrition programs. It is important to understand that family income
and ability to work will be important factors in the new “public charge” test, as well.
o Before making any decision regarding your benefits, please be aware that many immigrants
are exempt from the “public charge” test, including US citizens, most green card holders,
refugees and asylees.
o Also, take into account that many immigrants subject to the public charge test do not qualify
for the benefits included in the proposed rule.

HCFA, MIRA or HLA do not offer immigration counseling and are not responsible
for the immigration advice provided by any of the groups listed.
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o We recommend that you to discuss all of these issues with an immigration counselor or
attorney if you think you may be affected.


If you are sponsoring a family member who is currently living outside the country, you should also
check with an immigration counselor or attorney about whether receiving public benefits could affect
your pending petition, as some of the policies for overseas visa applicants have already changed.

Health Care For All, the Massachusetts Immigrant Refugee Advocacy Coalition, Health Law Advocates and
many other organizations work to protect Massachusetts immigrants and ensure they have the right to access
public benefits, including health care.
To learn more about changes regarding the “public charge” determination and how to be part of the campaign
to oppose these changes, you can send an email to organizing@hcfama.org.
Attached is a list of organizations that are trusted in the community and provide free immigration services.
Some of these organizations may have limited capacity and may not accept new cases, please call first to
ensure that they can help you.

HCFA, MIRA or HLA do not offer immigration counseling and are not responsible
for the immigration advice provided by any of the groups listed.
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Immigrant Resources in Greater Boston

HCFA, MIRA or HLA do not offer immigration counseling and are not responsible
for the immigration advice provided by any of the groups listed.
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Immigrant Resources in MetroWest/Central Mass

Immigrant Resources in Western Massachusetts

HCFA, MIRA or HLA do not offer immigration counseling and are not responsible
for the immigration advice provided by any of the groups listed.
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Immigrant Resources in Northeastern MA/North Shore

HCFA, MIRA or HLA do not offer immigration counseling and are not responsible
for the immigration advice provided by any of the groups listed.
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Immigrant Resources in Southeastern Mass and Cape Islands

HCFA, MIRA or HLA do not offer immigration counseling and are not responsible
for the immigration advice provided by any of the groups listed.

